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Abstract: The field coupling method is extended to a system with a velocity dependent
mean potential. By means of this method, we can derive the effective interactions which
are consistent with the mean potential. The self-consistent velocity dependent effective
interactions are applied to the microscopic analysis of the structures of giant dipole
resonances (GDR) of 148> l54Sm, of the first excited 2 + states of Sn isotopes and of the
first excited 3" states of Mo isotopes. It is clarified that the interactions play crucial roles
in describing the splitting of the resonant structure of GDR peaks, in restoring the energy
weighted sum rule values, and in reducing B(EX) values.
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1. Introduction

The understanding of nuclear collective excitations has been one of the most
important subjects in nuclear many body problem. Since Bohr and Mottelson proposed
the unified model1'2), there have been many theoretical works on the microscopic
description of nuclear collective excitations. In particular, the analyses by means of the
random phase approximation (RPA) with the separable multipole interactions for
spherical, deformed and rotating nuclei has been performed extensively3'9).

The separable multipole-multipole forces introduced as the residual interactions in
RPA calculations originate from long-range correlations in particle-hole channels, e.g.
core polarization phenomena etc. In his pioneering work10), Mottelson clarified the
physical meaning of these interactions in the framework of Landau theory of Fermi
liquid11). On the other hand, the multipole pairing forces which originate from short-
range correlations in particle-panicle channels, have been also introduced in connection
with the pairing isomer12-13-14), the enhancement of the transition amplitudes of the two
nucleon transfer process7*14) and the restoration of Galilean invariance15*2"). However,
although there are many works concerning the origin of the multipole pairing forces20"22),
we have no theories which give the satisfactory explanation of the origin of the forces in
both the particle-hole and particle-particle channels, from the unified physical picture.

It is the main purpose of the present paper to report the systematic study of the
effective interactions based on a guiding principle called as "nuclear self-consistency"
(preliminary reports on this subject can be seen in Refs. 23 & 24). Since a nucleus can be
regarded as a spatially and energetically saturated self-sustained system with a relatively
sharp boundary, one can assume that the following nuclear self-consistency condition is
satisfied quite accurately: the shape of the mean potential and that of the density are the
same even when the system undergoes collective motions. The concept of nuclear self-
consistency25-26), which is much more stringent than the Hartree self-consistency, has
played important roles not only in describing an equilibrium nuclear shape27-28) and in
deriving effective interactions for a spherical system10-'5), but also in deriving effective
interactions for a deformed system25'26), and higher order effective interactions26).
These interactions have been applied successfully to the calculations of the properties of
the low-lying vibrational states and high-frequency giant resonances, etc25'26*2'"'4). It is
found that the effective interactions derived by the rigorous application of the nuclear self-
consistency are much more reliable than the conventional multipole-multipole
interactions10'15-25-26).

However, it has been pointed out in particular that the spurious velocity dependence
in the single particle mean potential violates the Galilean invariance15). It is well
recognized that the velocity dependent terms affect the mass parameters of collective
motions, and thereby such quantities as the deformation dependence of giant resonances,
the distribution of transition strengths and the absolute value of the energy-weighted sum-
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rule become unreliable. The realistic nuclear potential in fact contains velocity dependent
terms such as the BCS pair field, LS and LL terms in the Nilsson model, etc. They are
shown to be responsible for violating the Galilean invariance and the classical sum-rule,
and therefore these symmetries have to be restored properly. From this point of view,
many authors15"20) have derived the velocity dependent effective interactions. In this
paper, we will derive these from another point of view based on the "nuclear self-
consistency".

In section 2, we will extend the field coupling method26) to a system with a velocity
dependent potential. In this framework, we will derive the self-consistent effective
interactions by estimating the couplings between the collective displacement of nucleons
and the mean field. In section 3, we will extend the field coupling method to a deformed
system. In section 4, we will show that the derived effective interactions restore the
broken symmetry (Galilean invariance). We will also point out the importance of the
doubly stretched coordinate representation for the natural description of giant dipole
resonance of deformed nuclei. In section 5, we report the results of microscopic
calculations on the giant dipolu resonances of148- 154Sm, for the first excited 2 + states of
Sn isotopes and for the first excited 3* states of Mo isotopes, by using the self-consistent
velocity dependent effective interactions in random phase approximation (RPA).

2. General Framework of Field Coupling Method

2.1 Field Couplings between Collective Distortion and Mean Potential

Now, we will extend the field coupling method discussed in the Ref.26 to a system
with the velocity dependent mean potential. By identifying variations of the nuclear mean
potential as Hartree fields arising from residual effective two body interactions15) which
are induced by the collective displacement of nucleons, we try to derive self-consistent
effective interactions.

The nuclear mean field generally depends not only on the coordinates, but also on
the velocities. Therefore we would write the potential as Vo = V0(r,p), assuming that it
depends only on the magnitude of r and p. Nuclear self-consistency stands for the
consistency between the density and the potential distribution. It has been shown to play
crucial roles in describing surface oscillational modes when implemented furthermore
with the saturation conditions of the nuclear system25-26). When the positions and
momenta of nucleons are displaced following a collective motion, the nuclear density
distribution changes correspondingly and then gives rise to a violation of the self-
consistency setting before the displacement. Thus the additional field couplings are
introduced in the potential in order to restore the nuclear self-consistency.

Let us start by considering the surface oscillation modes of spherical nuclei. We
imagine the distorted surface around the spherical shape. Each particles in the nucleus is
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displaced collectively, which is expanded in multipole series as

? - » r - 5 r = ? - £ M'^VQ^, (2. la)

p - > p - 8 p = p - £ k^Md^VQ^. 0. S1) (2. lb)

Here a ^ are the nuclear deformation parameters, and d ^ are the collective velocities.
We also notice that we fix the value of k̂  in the following so as to express the two-body
interaction in a conventional way. As is easily recognized from Eq.(2.1b), the collective
velocity field is irrotatina] and incompressible. Here we use a notation

v«fi.,A,2] v,J±±±

The variation of the density distribution would be written as

r.p) = po(r + 5r,p+8p) = po(r,p) + 8p(r,p), (2.3)

pr+8p, = 8r-Vpo(r,p) + 8p-VpPo(r,p). (2.4)

Following is assumed to change

V0(r,p) -» V(r,p) = V0(f+5r,p + 8p) = V0(r,p)+SV(f,p), (2.5)

8V(f,p) = 8rVV0(r,p)+8p-VpV0(r,p)

where we have introduced Kx, icx and defined

W0<r.p), (2.7a)

Then we regard the variations of mean field as the Hartree field of the residual two body
interactions as
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aXji =< *V >' = J p(r,p)F^d3rd3p, (2.8a)

Max*i =< ̂ i >' = J p(r,p)F^d3rd3p. (2.8b)

where <...>' denotes the average with respect to the modified ground state I >. These
equations can be rewritten as

<%. = / Sp(r>p)F^d3rd3p = - £ k v o ^ . / F^VQV(1. • Vpo(r,p)d3rd3p

^ ^ VQ^) >. (2.9a)

d ^ = J 8p(f,p)F^d3rd3p = - I k v M d ^ . J F^VQV(l. • VpPo(r,p)d3rd3p

(Vf% • VQV) >, (2.9b)

where <...> means the expectations value with respect to the original ground state IO>.
Here we have used the following relations derived by means of the time reversal
symmetry of the density,

J F;8pVpPo(r,p)dsrd'p = J F^Sp/rd'p = 0,

J F^Sr • Vpo(r,p)dJrdsp = / F ^ d ' r d ' p = 0,

ic, < V i ^>=<^l^Q^>=0. (2.10)

We thus obtain

I,

<V(VQj(l.VVo(r,p))VQik)1> Kx

1 k*
g, = .i. . •- r-t: = ->. (2.11b)

< V ( V Q ; . V V ( r p ) ) . V Q > K
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By using Eqs.(2.7a,b) and (2.9a,b), we obtain the following self-consistent effective
interactions:

This can be rewritten as

H*» = ^ S »̂»»i£»» + 5"X SxTl»)i'n»M» (2.12b)

where the operators ̂  and T ^ are given by

$* = V(VVV0(r,p) = - ^ F ^ , (2.13a)

YF¥- <2- 1 3 b >

and the self-consistent strengths f\, g^ are given by Eqs.(2.1 la, b).
In the above treatment, we have assumed the potential V can be expressed as a sum

A

over individual panicles; V = X V(rk,pv). However we cannot write the pair potential

(2.14)

in this form. Here c* creates a nucleon in the state y, and y the time reversal state of y,
and A the gap parameter. When such a potential V does not depend on the coordinate,
(see sect.2.2 (ii)) we can rewrite r.h.s. of Tj^ (2.13b) as

2 - VQi*(rk)-VpV(Pk) = - Z (V« Q»MW = - ( v . Q^JPB. (2.15)
k-l t-1

and replace it by the commutator —[V, Q,J. Then this pan of the effective interaction
h

becomes

with



, . IV. <&]]>}•'. (2.18)

2.2 Two Simple Examples of Self-Consistent Effective Interactions

It is worthwhile to derive the self-consistent effective interactions in the case of
simple mean potential such as (i) a harmonic oscillator potential or (ii) a pair potential,

(i) Firstly let us consider the spherical harmonic oscillator potential case:

MaJr1 (2.19)

In this case, we do not have to consider the velocity dependent field couplings since the
potential does not have the velocity dependence. By using the relations

and choosing tyK\ « Q.Mao
2)-l, the F ^ operator reduces to the multipole operator

Qj^ and the variation of mean potential is written as

6V(r) - 2 K ^ Q ^ , K,, = k t̂tMoa'o). (2.20)

with the self-consistent strength

We thus can derive the conventional multipole-multipole interactions

Hi. = ™ Z K ^ Q ^ = £ H,. (2.22)
2 V t

(ii) Second, let us consider the case of the pair potential (2.14).
For a one body operator which conserves particle numbers

c;cn, (2.23)
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its time reversaliry is characterized by the following phase (time reversal phase) as

TFT-1 = (-l)TF f, f-'F ff = (-1)TF, (2.24)

where T denotes the time reversal operator (here we assume F has a definite time reversal
property, although an arbitrary one body operator may consist of time reversal-even and -
odd parts.)- Equivaiently, we can express it in the matrix representation as

<dlHp>=<fctlFlfp>

= < a l ( - l ) T F t i p > * = ( - l ) T < p l F l a > . (2.25)

By using above definitions, the commutation relation between the operator F and the pair
field V^,. is given by

I F . V ^ l - A Z < a l i i ^ - F i p > ( c i c J - C | 1 c s ) . (2.26)

According to the Eq.(2.26), it is easily recognized that the pair field satisfies the
translational invariance, but violates the Galilean invariance:

[P, V J =0 , (2.27a)

[X. V ] = AX < a l X i p > ( c ; c l - c . c f t ) . (2.27b)

Thus it is reasonable to regard the pair field as a velocity dependent mean potential15).
For a system with such a velocity dependent potential, there arises a velocity dependent
field coupling as is discussed in sect.2.1.

Let us consider the interaction (2.16) in more detail. By replacing V by V^,. and
understanding IO> as the BCS vacuum, the commutators appeared in Eqs.(2.17) and
(2.18) are expressed as

[Vp*. Q J = 2A • (Pi - Pu). (2.28)

IV^.QJ,,]} >= 4 A £ n.v, < a I Qj^ I p x PIQ^ I a >

= A 2 £ ( ^ - + i - ) l< a IQ^ I p >l2, (2.29)

where
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P ^ S <olQ»1.lp>cicJ. (2.30)

and we have used the familiar relation between the coefficients of Bogoliubov-Valatin

transformation and the quasipanicle energy: uova = ——. Thus by choosing k\/Kx =

2EO

— , F^ and icx become equal to P^ - P̂ . and G^ (2.32) respectively. Finally we

obtain the velocity dependent effective interaction

(2.32)

These interactions are natural extensions of the dipole pairing interaction obtained by
Bohr-Mottelson15) and Pyatov-Salamov16).

3. Self-Consistent Effective Interactions for Deformed Nuclei

Now, let us proceed to construct effective interactions induced by the collective
flow of particles around the deformed equilibrium shape. We assume that the mean
potential contains the deformed harmonic oscillator part Vho(r) with oscillator
frequencies given by fflx, toy andcoz. Then by using the doubly stretched

coordinate25-26) defined by

becomes

Vto(?) = |M(O)JX1 + a>y + a.V) = jMa»0V
2 = V f̂r"). (3.2)

We then can follow the arguments given in the spherical case, and can derive the doubly-
stretched multipole-multipole interactions as the self-consistent effective interactions to be
used in deformed nuclei25-26).

In the case that the mean potential includes velocity-dependent parts in addition to
VjK)(r")> we rewrite this potential as V(r",p"), where p" is defined by
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>•-%''•>•••=%>>•'••--> <"'

and

(3-4)

Here we assume that the potential depends only on r" and p". Then we can start by
expanding the collective distortion in multipolc series as

r" -> r"-5r"=f"-S V c c ' ^ V - Q V (3.5a)

p" -» p"-5p"= p"-I k,"Md"* V"Q" (XS1) (3.5b)

We can repeat discussion identical to sect.2.1 except for the attachment of the double
primes on various quantities of interest. We just note the relation on the volume elements
appearing in the integral such as Eq.(2.8),

d 3 r » d V \ dJp = dsp", (3-6)

satisfied because of the volume conservation condition ©.to,,©, = to,.
Final expressions of the self-consistent effective interactions to be used for

deformed nuclei are as follows

where

f"x = =
< V

5V=?"QVV"V0(r

I

< V'^V"^"^ -V" V0(r"

1

",P"),

:r".P").

,p"))-V"Q\>'

(3.8a)

(3.8b)

(3.9a)
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These interactions play crucial roles in restoring the broken symmetries in RPA order, as
discussed in the next section.

4. Fundamental Properties of Self-Consistent Effective Interactions

In this section, we briefly summarize the fundamental properties of the self-
consistent effective interactions by taking simple models.

4.1. Restoration of Galilean Invariance

As is discussed in previous sections, generally a phenomenological potential does
not commute with arbitrary coordinate operators (e.g. multipole operators)

[V0(r,p),Q,J*0, (4.1)

so that we can regard the potential to have the velocity dependent terms. (Here we have
used the doubly stretched coordinate representation. For spherical nuclei, of course we
should omit the double primes.) By using the general framework given in the previous
sections, we obtain the self-consistent velocity dependent effective interaction Hjnt (2.16).
By taking into account the effects of the above interaction, we can easily show that the
spurious velocity dependence caused by the velocity dependent potential is removed under
the random phase approximation (RPA)

4.2. Simple Model Analysis of GDR of Normal Nuclei

It is worthwhile to briefly point out the importance of the interaction in the doubly
stretched coordinates representation in deformed nuclei by taking the example of the
splitting of GDR. For axially symmetric deformed nuclei, the doubly stretched
coordinates are defined by Eq.(3.1) with

cox = w y = coo(l+e/3), o)z = co 0 ( l -2e/3) ,

coo = a(l + e* /9), tia - 40A-"3MeV. (4.3)
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We investigate systems in a deformed harmonic oscillator potential plus an isovector
residual dipole interaction in the two different representations; one uses original
coordinates while the other the doubly stretched coordinate representation. The
Hamiltonian in the latter case is given by

where the force strength is

XT = S XT • XT = 4*M<oJ /3A, (4.5)

by introducing a parameter % as the strength of the interaction in unit of the self-consistent
value for the isoscalar dipole interaction which restores the translational invariance of the
Hamiltonian. The typical value of % derived by using of the symmetry energy term in the
mass formula under the Fermi gas approximation is about 3 (Ref.15, p.481). The
resonant energies for the two cases under the lp-lh RPA are obtained analytically as

2 6 ' (4.6a)

for the former case, while

), QI0 =£1^(1 -26 /3 ) , (4.6b)

for the latter choice. Here £2QDR ls t n e resonance energy of a spherical nucleus (e = 0)
defined by

/ (4-7)

For the latter case, the splitting of the resonance peaks for K=0 and K=l modes is £ in
unit of ficoR, and is independent of 4- This is a good agreement with systematics of the

experimental observation35) (see also Refs. 36, 37). On the other hand, in the former
case, it is too small by a factor of 4 for \ = 3. Thus we decide to use the interactions in
the doubly stretched coordinates representation in the following realistic calculations on
deformed nuclei.

4.3. Simple Model Analysis of GDR of Superconductive Nuclei
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The pair correlation is believed not to affect high excitation energy phenomena. We
thus usually neglect the pairing effect in discussing the giant resonances (see however
Ref. 19.)- Here we show that it has much influence on the structure of GDR, however,
in wrong direction, but this difficulty is remedied by including the dipole pairing force.

We take the basic Hamiltonian consisting of the harmonic oscillator potential H^,
the pair potential (2.19), and the isovector dipole interaction

Ho = I ( : £* r+^~V k Vv^ -XN + H,.,,,.,. (4.8)
k-i 2M 2

where

*W, = -^f-l{Q\rtf{Q\ tt), (4.9a)

We study the effect of the pair correlation by changing A and including the dipole pairing
interaction

H.P* = 4 l G"»(Pi*-P"* >< • CP"»-P"i).. (4.9b)

We have performed two-quasipanicle RPA calculations for the nuclear system with
N=Z=20. We notice that the purpose here is to check whether the symmetries and
macroscopic properties are recovered by using the additive interaction (4.9) theoretically,
not aiming the comparison with the experimental data on 40Ca. We set £=3 for the
isovector dipole interaction, and use the self-consistent value for the strength of the dipole
pairing interaction. We consider the cases of spherical and deformed system separately.

Figure 1 shows our results on the electric dipole strength distributions calculated by
assuming the system to be spherical. Following the usual treatment we first consider the
simplest case of Hamiltonian (4.8) with A=0. As shown in Fig.la, in this simplest
situation, the GDR is located at 2ficoo (23.98 MeV), and the energy weighted El
transition strength exhausts the classical sum rule. Since the strengths of other states are
nearly equal to zero, the energy weighted sum rule coincides with the classical one15);

l 4 m

We include the pairing effect by taking A=1.0MeV. Reflecting the situation that the
quasiparticle states are no more degenerate, the splitting of resonance peaks is induced, in
spite of the assumption that the system is spherical (Fig.lb). There are mainly three
resonant peaks at 21.40,23.61 and 27.54 MeV. The center of resonance shifts about 1
MeV from that of no pairing case. Furthermore the energy weighted sum rule is
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overestimated by about 10% with respect to the classical one. In order to remedy this
situation, we add H,pair. Figure lc shows that the El transition strengths recover the
collectivity, and concentrate at about 27ia>o (23.96 MeV). It is confirmed that the energy
weighted sum rule recovers to the classical one (99.9%). The fact that the pair correlation
destroys the order in the GDR structure can further be emphasized by increasing A to 2.0
MeV. As shown in Fig. Id, the transition strengths split into 20.84, 23.60, 30.00 and
S1.33 MeV, and the energy weighted sum rule is overestimated by about 36% as
compared with the classical one. Again, the dipole pairing force resolves this difficulty.
Fig.le shows that the energy weighted sum rule has become normal, and the resonance
peaks are collected to be single at 23.92 MeV (Fig. 4.5).

/F ig . la&lb /

/F ig . l c&ld /

/Fig. le/

Figure 2 shows the corresponding results obtained by assuming that the system is
deformed axial-symmetrically with (3=0.4. In order to make the discrete peaks smooth,
we have used the Lorentzian distribution

, . 2 To2 .. , , .
^ ^ ( 4 - H )

We choose the width 1.0 MeV only for the sake of not wiping out the fine structure.
Depending on the value of K (0 or 1), the GDR angular momentum component along the
symmetry axis, we should expect the splitting of two resonant peaks. However, the
calculation HQ (4.8) only with A=2.0 MeV shows much complicated GDR structure
(Fig.2a). When we include the dipole pairing force, we can eliminate such a spurious
effect. By restoring the Galilean invariance, we obtain two resonant peaks separated in
proportion to (3, as shown in Fig.2b.

/Fig.2a&2b/

5. Numerical Results

5.1 El Strength Distributions of 148> I54Sm

We here present the results of realistic calculations on the El strength distributions
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of148> I54Sm in the two-quasipanicle RPA. The basic Hamiltonian is taken to consist of
the Nilsson potential VNil> and the pair potential and the isovector dipolc interaction
(4.9a). We want to study the effects of two kinds of velocity-dependent interactions
arising from Vpair and the velocity dependent part of VNj,. The former, H l p a i r is given
by Eq.(4.9b), which the latter, H1Nil, is given by

Z f" Y" Y"j^, (5.1)

S k o IQ^ IP >l2 (uovp + upv a )x{(E a + Ep)(uavp + upva)

-2A(uaUp + vpv^-too^UoVp -upva)J, (5.2)

- up v o ) } (al&I - a^aa). (5.3)

Here we have introduced the quasiparticle creation and annihilation operators (aj,, a a) ,
and oscillator frequencies co^ of the Nilsson potential. Although it is known that there
exists a term associated with the coordinate distortion of the spin-orbit potential given by
Eq.(6-70) of Ref. 15, we did not consider its effects in order to concentrate our analysis to
the velocity dependent effects. We also neglected the corrections from the velocity
dependent terms of the Nilsson potennal to the isovector dipole-dipole interaction because
of the same reason noted above.

We calculate the case of spherical 148Sm nucleus in order to fix the parameter t,
defined by Eq.(4.5) so as to fit the resonant peak. This value 4-2.7 is adopted also for
154Sm. All other strengths are taken just as the self-consistent values which restore the
Galilean invariance of the Hamiltonian. And the interaction in the doubly stretched
coordinates representation is used for the deformed nucleus 154Sm. The Nilsson single
particle space is Nosc=2-7 for protons and Nosc=3-8 for neutrons. The conventional
parametrizauon of the Nilsson potential28) is used. We fix the quadrupole deformation
parameter as p=0.35 for 154Sm. The pairing gap parameters are determined from the
even-odd mass differences^); A. =1.010MeV, Ap = 1.360MeVfor 14*Sm,
A. * 1.070 MeV, A,, = 0.863 MeV for I54Sm. We use the Lorentzian distribution (4.11)
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to reproduce the resonance width. We choose T (in MeV) as 5.10 for 148Sm, and 3.25,
5.25 for the K=0,1 modes of 154Sm, respectively.

Figures 3a and 3b show the El strength functions for I 48Sm and 1 3 4 Sm,
respectively, calculated by taking HQ (4.8). Even if we used the doubly-stretched
interaction, the splitting of two resonant peaks in 154Srn is very small. Furthermore the
energy weighted sum rule values exceed the classical values for both nuclei, as can be
seen from the first column of Table 1. The EWSR's of the Table are the results of
integration over the excitation energies from 5.5 MeV to 30.0 MeV.

/ Fig. 3a & 3b/

/Table 1 /

As stated repeatedly, these difficulties stem from the mixture of spurious states arising
from the broken Galilean invariance of Vpair and VNi|. Following figures show the
results obtained by restoring the broken symmetry in two step. First, we study the effect
of H ]pajr The second column of Table 1 shows that the sum rule values approach to the
classical values. From Fig.4, we see, however, that the centers of the resonances shift to
lower excitation energies and that the structure in the lower peak region reveal unnatural
shape.

/Fig.4a&4b/

Finally we take into account H]NJj (5.1), so that the Galilean invariance of the
Hamiltonian is restored. As can be seen from Fig.5 and the third column of Table 1, the
unnatural resonance structure disappears and the EWSR values keep close to the classical
limit

/Fig.5a&5b/

We note that results agree quite well with the experimental data (the experimentally fitted
Lorentz line parameters are the peak energy = 14.8±0.1 MeV, the resonance width =
5.1±0.2MeVforI48Sm, and the two peak energies = 12.35 ±0.10, 16.1±0.1 MeV ,
the widths = 3.35±0.15. 5.25±0.20 MeV for I54Sm respectively37):

/Fig.5c&5d/

5.2. First Excited 2 + States in Sn Isotopes

We now consider the effects of the self-consistent quadrupole pairing interaction on
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the excitation energies E(2+) and the E2 transition probabilities B(E2) of the singly closed
Sn isotopes by using the twc-quasiparticle RPA. The Hamiltonian consists of

H0 = HNa + V I ^-^N+H ) l . J +H 2 l ^. (5.4)

where H ^ 2 and ̂ 2pair a r e * e <J"adrupole-quadnipole interaction and the quadrupole
pairing interaction, respectively.

The Nilsson single particle space is composed of Nose of 2-6 for protons and 2-7
for neutrons. The conventional parametrization of the Nilsson potential28) is used, and
the deformation is set to zero. Aiming to concentrate on the effect of the quadrupole
pairing force on the B(E2) value from the ground state to the first excited 2 + state, we fix
the quadrupole interaction strength %2 s 0 *s to reproduce E(2+) of n 6 - u 8 - I20Sn 3 9 ) .
Quadrupole pairing force strength G2 is taken to be the self-consistent value.

First, we take the energy gaps determined from the even-odd mass differences. In
the case without H2pajr, X2 i s 0.92x2

seIft while it is equal to 0.90x2
self if we include

H2pait. Calculated E(2+) and B(E2) in unit of the single panicle values are plotted in
Fig.6a and b, respectively, and corresponding numerical values are given in Table 2a.
These results show that H2pa ir is essential in reproducing E(2+) and B(E2)
simultaneously.

/Fig.6a&6b/

/Table 2a & 2b/

Second, we have also performed numerical calculations by talcing the proton energy
gap to be zero. This is because the proton shell is closed in Sn. In the cases with and
without H ^ ^ X2/X2ielf a r e ° - 9 4 0 a n d 0-965, respectively. Results of calculations of
E(2+) and B(E2) are given in Fig.7 and Table 2b. We see that agreements with
experimental data are better than the case of Ap * 0.

/Fig.7a&7b/

5.3. First Excited 3* States in Mo Isotopes

We finally study the effects of the self-consistent octupole pairing interaction H j ^
in the two-quasiparticle RPA calculations of the excitation energies E(3-) and the E3
transition probabilities of the first excited 3* states in Mo isotopes. The Hamiltonian is
composed of
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p , + H3p^. (5.5)

where H^.3 is the octupole-octupole interaction with the strength %s-
The Nilsson single panicle space is Nosc=0~7, 0-9 for protons and neutrons,

respectively. As in sect.5.2, we fix X3 so as to reproduce the experimental E(3-)
systematically40). In the cases with or without H ^ ^ %3/X3self is 0.95 or 0.97. Energy
gaps are determined by the even-odd mass differences. Calculated E(3-) and B(E3) from
the ground state to the 3" state are shown in Fig.8a and 8b, respectively, and numerical
values are listed in Table 3. Although Hj^, . improve the results systematically, we
cannot obtain good fits to the experimental B(E3) values.

/ Fig. 8a & 8b/

/Table 3 /

8. Summary

We have derived reliable effective interactions needed for the unified description of
the collective motions of atomic nuclei by imposing the nuclear self-consistency: The
shape of the mean potential and that of the density are the same even when the system
undergoes collective motions. For this purpose we have used the simple and transparent
field coupling method. Collective vibrations change the positions of panicles, and thus
the density distribution. Due to the self-consistency, the change in the one-body potential
of the system (assuming this to depend on the coordinates only) is induced. This change
expressed as a coupling between the particle motion and the collective field can be
regarded as the Hanree approximation of effective interactions which we look for. The
conventional multipole-multipole interactions correspond to the variation of the mean field
of a spherical harmonic-oscillator type. In the case of deformed nuclei, these interactions
must be expressed in terms of the doubly-stretched coordinates.

However the collective vibrations change not only the positions of particles but also
their velocities. Therefore, if the mean potential contains velocity dependent pans, it
changes due to the coupling with the collective displacement of the velocity distribution.
In this way we can extract one of the essential ingredients of the effective interaction; the
multipole pairing interaction. When the effects of the pair correlation are important, we
include the monopole pair potential in the mean potential, which is the bilinearized form of
the monopole pairing force H ^ ^ By using the field coupling method we can derive the
multipole pairing force Hxpai, with the strength fixed by the self-consistent condition. In
deformed nuclei, this interaction must be expressed in the doubly-stretched
representation. We have also constructed effective velocity dependent interactions arising
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from the Nilsson potential. The resultant effective interactions recover the local Galilean
invariance and eliminate various spurious effects arising from the velocity dependence of
the mean potential. We have seen such effects in (i) the recovery of the classical El sum
rule, and (ii) the systematic reduction in the E2 and E3 transition probabilities.
Furthermore,as can be seen in sect. 5, the self-consistent velocity dependent effective
interactions play very important roles in describing the GDR, especially for deformed
nuclei.

For rotating nuclei, we can proceed the same way in order to find the effective
interactions which take into account the effects of the rotation. This results will be
reported in a separate paper.
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Figure Captions

Fig.l El transition strength distribution E*B(E1) for a spherical system with N=20 and
Z=20. The unit is the classical sum rule value (CSR). Basic Hamiltonian consists of the
harmonic oscillator, the pair potential and the isovector dipole interaction, (a) Hg only
with A=O.OMeV, (b) HQ only but with A=1.0MeV, (c) H0(A=1.0MeV)+Hlpair (d) Ho
only but with A=2.0MeV, (e) H0(A=2.0MeV)+Hipair.

Fig.2 El transition strength distribution E*B(E1) in unit of CSR value for a nucleus
N=Z=20 deformed axial symmetrically with p=0.4. Basic Hamiltonian is the same as in
Fig.l except for the use of doubly-stretched isovector dipole interaction. K=0 and K=l
modes are shown by the solid and dashed curves respectively, (a) Ho only with
A=2.0MeV, (b) H0(A=2.0MeV)+Hlpair

Fig.3 El transition strength functions E*B(E1) of 148- 154Sm in unit of CSR value.
Only HQ (4.11) is used, (a) 148Sm. (b) I54Sm. Solid and dashed curves correspond to
the K=0 and K=l modes respectively.

Fig.4 Same as in Fig.3 except for the use of Ho+R\pair

Fig.5 Same as in Fig.3 except for the use of H0+H lpajr+H INi ) . The Lorentzian
distributions35) which fit the experimental data are given in (c) and (d) for 148Sm and
154Sm, respectively.

Fig.6 Energies of the first excited 2 + states E(2+) (a) and E2 transition probabilities
B(E2)/B(E2)s.p. (b) in Sn isotopes. Calculations with and without the quadnipole
pairing force and experimental data are shown by dot-dashed, dashed and solid lines,
respectively. Energy gaps are determined from the mass differences.

Fig.7 Same as in Fig.6 except for A_=0.

Fig.8 Energies of the first excited 3' states E(3-) (a) and E3 transition probabilities
B(E3)/B(E3)s.p. (b) in Mo isotopes. Calculations with and without the octupole pairing
force and experimental data are shown by dot-dashed, dashed and solid lines,
respectively.
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Table 1

Calculated energy weighted El sum rule values in unit of the classical value in 148 '
154Sm for three choices of the Hamiltonian.

Nucleus Ho only Ho+Hipair Ho+Hipajr+HiNil

K=0
K=l

116.84%
41.12%
64.65%

85.93%
31.27%
56.01%

86.21%
30.24%
56.93%



Table 2a

Energies of the first excited 2+ states and E2 transition probabilities in Sn isotopes.
Calculations with and without H2pair are compared with the experimental data.

(a) A from the mass differences.

N without H2Pair with H2pair Exp.

E(2+) B(E2) E(2+) B(E2) E(2+) B(E2)

62
64
66
68
70
72
74

1.72
1.72
1.41
1.23
1.20
1.22
t.35

18.73
19.60
19.75
23.90
24.83
22.73
18.03

1.57
1.57
1.19
1.03
1.00
1.13
1.27

13.34
14.09
17.06
20.44
21.17
14.99
12.86

1.26
1.30
1.29
1.23
1.17
1.14
1.13

16.16
15.27
12.91
12.66
11.60
10.89
9.25



Table 2b

Same as in Table 2a except for the Ap=0.

N without H2Pair with Impair Exp.

E(2+) B(E2) E(2+) B(E2) E(2+) B(E2)

62
64
66
68
70
72
74

1.66
1.68
1.37
1.20
1.16
1.17
1.31

15.65
15.91
15.73
19.01
19.96
18.46
14.86

1.57
1.58
1.34
1.21
1.18
1.18
1.27

10.66
10.80
10.58
12.24
12.67
12.88
9.97

1.26
1.30
1.29
1.23
1.17
1.14
1.13

16.16
15.27
12.91
12.66
11.60
10.89
9.25



Table 3

Energies of the first excited 3 - states and E3 transition probabilities in Mo isotopes.
Calculations with and without H3pajr are compared with the experimental data.

N

52
54
56
58

without H3pair

E(3-) B(E3)

2.74 51.2
2.36 53.4
1.93 58.6
1.91 60.2

with H3pair

E(3-)

2.66
2.32
1.97
1.92

B(E3)

44.3
44.6
47.3
47.8

Exp.

E(3-)

2.53
2.23
2.02
1.91

B(E3)

17.0
24.0
33.0
32.0
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